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Dear Railway-Undertakings, Terminals and Ports, FreightForwarders, Infrastructure Managers, End-Users, Transport
buyers and stakeholders,
Railway is a good alternative, if you need to transport large freight
volumes on long distances, especially for businesses that want
more climate and environmental friendly transports. The
transport sector accounts for 30% of Europe's carbon dioxide
emissions, 72% derives from road transport and only 0.5% from
rail transport.
How competitive railways are in other aspects, is something that
we will gain more knowledge of, next year. In fact, there are many
preconceived notions about rail transport, therefore, we planned
a study to show how reliable and cost-effective rail freight transport is in relation to road transport, and other
modes, and results will be achieved in 2019.
During 2018, we continued our hard work in aim of increasing the attractiveness of freight transport by rail.
We have offered pre-arranged paths with coordinated train paths across national borders and tailor-made
solutions that, when needed, are coordinated and linked to terminals and ports. This has been a quite
successful concept in the northern part of the corridor, where the demand is higher than the offer in some
areas.
In 2019, we will continue working on this concept to increase the quality of our offer and strengthen the
coordination with terminals and ports, even further. We want to improve the average commercial speed in
the corridor (currently 65 km/h), we will continue simplifying the administration aspects, and spreading
information and suggestions as regard the plans for investments, to enable, for example, running longer and
heavier trains throughout the corridor.
To assure the transparency of the status of major disruptions and minimize its impact on traffic for all
stakeholders, we have established common contingency management routines in case of major disruptions.
This is important to ensure the goods can reach its final destination even under certain negative conditions.
There is now a defined organization and communication in place, together with defined re-routing and
parking options in case of major disruptions. These routines will be optimized during 2019.
Our focus for the upcoming years will be the market. We want to make it easier for Transport buyers and
Freight Forwarders to choose railway for their transports or in combination with other transport modes. As
of 2019, we will be establishing a new organization to better reach this scope, and to target new business
cases in close cooperation with our stakeholders. Together with our stakeholders, we want to visualize and
facilitate the possibilities that railway can offer to their transport needs, and to that end, we will set common
goals and plans and strive to make possible new volumes of freight on railway. Together we will make the
decision to make railway the natural choice, especially to go from North to South – Easily!

Linda Thulin
Chair of the Management Board
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1. Management Summary
The Scandinavian-Mediterranean Rail Freight Corridor (ScanMed RFC), being the longest RFC of the currently
11 corridors, divides some of its activities in two regional groups, for the Northern and Southern regions. The
demand for Corridor capacity (PaPs) in 2018 was still rather slim in the Southern region although a new
harmonized PaP was created together with Rhine-Alpine RFC connecting Piacenza and Bologna. On the other
hand the Corridor brought added value to the region in other aspects particularly regarding coordination of
infrastructure works. Coordinating Temporary Capacity Restrictions and making sure that freight RUs
(Railways Undertakings) can have a train run without several undue stops, was one of the focal points in the
Corridors work plan for 2018 – for both regions. ScanMed has put several processes in place making sure that
Corridor capacity is a reliable offer improving framework conditions for RUs.
During 2018 ScanMed also worked on the
integrated offer seeking terminals along the
corridor willing and able to cooperate on
developing a PaP/Terminal solution for freight
RUs. Verona Quadrante Europa, Alnabru,
Fredericia Shipping, DUSS, Interporto Bologna,
and Port of La Spezia are all cooperating with
ScanMed making it easier for RUs to run their
transports along the ScanMed RFC.

“

I firmly believe that RFCs should play an active role
in promoting a strong cooperation among all the
actors of the logistic chain in order to meet End
Users expectations
Stefano Castro –
Member of the Management Board

Although rail is the safest transport mode of all accidents do happen and especially the Rastatt incident in
2017 highlighted the need for a Handbook on International Contingency Management on all Corridors.
ScanMed has developed communication and incident management processes which will make sure that e.g.
in case of an international accident, the information stream among the six Infrastructure Managers, runs
smoothly to the benefit of RUs and all involved parties.
In order to have focus on end-users ScanMed RFC decided to create a working group, headed by a Customer
Manager which will engage in a dialogue with End-users together with the RUs exploring what could
incentivize more end-users to use rail.
In 2018, ScanMed RFC has faced with a challenging development of request in the Southern part of the
Corridor. As matter of fact, the Scandinavian Customers are satisfied with the products offered by ScanMed
and they are even asking to increase the capacity offered at Corridor-level. The feeling of the customers
whose trains run on the southern part is completely different: they do not see a big added value provided by
the corridor and continue to directly address the national IMs for their capacity requests. In this respect,
ScanMed has launched pilot projects (e.g. Terminal pilot) and studies (e.g. Vulnerability Study) in order to
understand the reasons behind this decision with the aim of increasing the attractiveness of the Corridor
products. The activities conducted at Corridor-level on operational aspects shown that IMs have to take
care of the planning of capacity restrictions and avoid, as much as possible, to modify such plan at shortnotice, since it is one of the most relevant factors influencing the modal choice for our customers.
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The 2018 has been therefore, a year where several new processes and services have been put in place to the
benefit of the rail freight market and its stakeholders – and we are fully committed to bring added value to
our stakeholders on several levels.

2. ScanMed capacity performances in 2018
In 2018 ScanMed RFC achieved good results in terms of capacity booking in the Northern part of the Corridor
even though the Customers of the Southern part are still not applying for Corridor capacity.
Individual customer visits provided us an overview of what customers expect from ScanMed RFC and gave us
the opportunity to understand how to reshape the Corridor products to reflect customers’ needs.
Moreover, ScanMed tried to identify and calculate new KPIs in order to find out if there is room for
improvement of the Corridor’s products in terms of punctuality and performance of the offered train paths.
These inputs will enable ScanMed to provide practical answers to customers’ expectations towards the
Corridor with the aim of affirming the role of ScanMed as facilitator and railway service provider to any
existing or potential user.

2.1. Capacity offer, interest and pre-allocation
Capacity booking comparison between time tables
Compared to the previous year, ScanMed RFC significantly increased the capacity usage offered via the COSS. The requested capacity as increased by 8% starting from a high level in the last year (2017 - increased
by 23%) and the pre-allocated capacity by 6%.
This causes the situation that the pre-allocation figures demonstrate again a good corridor capacity usage:
38,2% of offered corridor capacity was requested for Timetable 2019, whereas 80% of this requested capacity
was allocated with PaPs.

Table 1 - Corridor Capacity Overview for Timetables 2018 and 2019 (in Mio. PaP-km)
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Even if the C-OSS never allocated such high figures in the history of the corridor for the annual timetable,
there is still an uneven truth along the corridor. Almost every allocated path links traffic between Hamburg
and Scandinavian countries, whereas only one dossier included a small capacity request and allocation for
ScanMed South crossing the Brenner.
As mentioned in the annual report of 2017, still the competitiveness of Corridor PaPs is limited compared to
already well-coordinated paths across the Brenner constructed during a sophisticated trilateral TT
construction period with direct involvement of RUs. This approach however, is not present in the North
where RUs used PCS to order PaPs. Being this the state of play, we foreseen that the situation on the Brenner
line will not change on a short basis, unless new indications will be given at a policy level. Another relevant
aspect for capacity products is that, with the adoption of the TTR pilot between Munich and Verona, for the
changed Timetable 2020, the corridor will assess future developments and behaviors about how customers
will apply for paths.
Taking this into consideration, the sales rate is 72% on ScanMed North and only 0,23% on ScanMed South,
even if the offered corridor capacity is split almost equitable (53% North, 47% South) and causes a distinct
capacity picture.

Table 2 – Split of Capacity Requests between the „North“ and the „South“ of the Corridor

In terms of number of clients, only six customers requested capacity via the C-OSS, of which two customers
applied for more than 55% of the requested capacity. Fortunately, more customers are interested in corridor
capacity and ordered it accordingly, but still the corridor is dependent on the willingness of few running RUs
and reliant on their strategies and commercial decisions.
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2.2 Punctuality trend year 2018
The Punctuality on RFC ScanMed slightly improved in 2018 compared to the last year. Measured until 30
minutes deviation from timetable, the punctuality has slightly increased from 58 to 59 % at the destination
respectively exit point from the corridor. This went along with an increase of the punctuality at origin / entry
point to the corridor of also one percentage point to 70 %.
12% of the registered minutes in the Train Information System of RNE were attributed to Infrastructure
Managers and 58% to Railway Undertakings. 26% were due to secondary causes (mainly track occupation)
and 4% due to external reasons (e.g. weather conditions).
Many trains already start with a delay at one of the departing stations on the corridor (mainly Verona,
Munich, Maschen and Malmö) or they arrive with a delay when entering the corridor, coming from other
Corridor regions like Sweden, Germany, Italy or even from external countries, e.g. Belgium or the
Netherlands.
Additional delays occur mainly at stations where operational processes are carried out (e.g. change of drivers
and/or locomotives) especially at border points where the quality decreases.
Therefore, this has to be the focus of the work of the regional groups.
RFC ScanMed worked on a pilot project in 2018 to investigate the quality of heavily delayed trains. As
example of punctuality trend of the year 2017 vs year 2018, the following one is particularly meaningful.
In October 2018, monthly punctuality reports on ScanMed became available on the Customer Information
Platform of Rail Net Europe. This was an important first step in setting the stage for cooperation between
IMs and RUs to improve punctuality along the ScanMed corridor. This has made it easier to analyze national
and international data, identify problems, find solutions, thus increasing the quality, and improving
punctuality.
Furthermore, we started work on translating national delay codes to UIC codes and discovered that the delay
code late ‘from depot/terminal’ stands for approximately 20 pct. of the delay minutes in the Northern region.
Solving this challenge will be of great importance in 2019.
On top of this, the ScanMed RFC continued working on solving the challenges with data quality in the
Northern region which has affected punctuality data in a less favorable way for the Corridor.
To conclude we have room for improvements on the performance of international trains. The following tasks
to incorporate monitoring the punctuality along the corridor, providing the related reporting, and including
comments and corrective actions are ready to be taken in 2019.

2.3 Customers – ScanMed dialogue and satisfaction survey
ScanMed RFC investigated Customer satisfaction in 2018 essentially by means of bilateral customer visits
conducted by the Corridor One-Stop-Shop Manager and of a cross-corridor User Satisfaction Survey (USS)
coordinated by Rail Net Europe for the Rail Freight Corridors (RFCs).

Feedback from customers based on a face-to-face exchange
One of the main tasks of the C-OSS Manager, after publication of the PaP Catalogue in January are the
promotional activities between January and April (end of application phase). During that time, ScanMed
meets its customers in both direct visits and customer-dedicated road shows. These events are used to
8

highlight the new features of the newly published capacity offer and all linked ongoing projects, initiatives
and pilots at corridor level. Throughout customer events there is an opportunity to give detailed feedback
on the performance of the corridor at first hand. This information gives a beneficial insight on customer
expectations and this is used to work on the improvement of the corridor.
In 2018, we visited six customers (both RU and non-RU applicants) directly at their premises. Further
customers and stakeholders have been met at international conferences and meetings (see below).

Table 3- RU’s feedback about ScanMed expectations

Positive feedback confirms the match between expectations of ScanMed’s customers and the main lines of
the Corridor’s strategy, while negative feedback highlights the challenges to get there.
ScanMed customers highly welcomed the effort to improve PCS skills with individual, on-site trainings to
ensure a fast and easy use of the request tool. In addition, they appreciated the short-term reserve capacity
pilot by which participating IMs enabled customers to place path request closer to the first running day
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(application deadline only 5 instead of 30 days) in order to fulfill the desired flexibility of this type of freight
traffic.
On the other hand, customers have complained (in some cases) that IM’s are creating subsidiaries for draft
and final offer, without considering the consequences of the whole train run with several border crossing
and potential dwell time. Moreover, known temporary capacity restrictions (TCRs) caused the impossibility
to offer stable paths for PaPs and led to the circumstance that allocated paths did not include several running
days, even if desired. PCS was again mentioned as a not accepted unique booking tool for annual path request
and often only used, because it is compulsory for PaP request.
In final, the corridor management can derive from the customer feedback of 2018, together with the existing
knowledge of performance results and wishes of the previous years, that the added value of the corridor is
created and recognized, but there is room to improve the awareness of it. The Corridor has to encourage
existing and new customers to use corridor capacity with a credible guarantee to achieve better international
results, despites of old habits and routines.

The RNE User Satisfaction Survey (USS) for Rail Freight Corridors
The User Satisfaction Survey, coordinated by Rail Net Europe in September 2018 1 , requires some
consideration for its correct interpretation.
The overall response rate showed a low participation. Precisely the 21 % of the consulted stakeholders
replied to the survey (30 invitation were sent), two less participants than the 2017 survey. Furthermore,
among these, only nine fully replied to the survey, whereas one filled it in partially.
This low participation rate, accordingly to the customers’ point of view, was mainly due to the redundancy
and to the length of the questionnaire (57 specific questions requiring closed and open answers). Therefore,
if on one hand the survey allowed to collect detailed information, on the other hand it seemed to be not
extremely user- friendly.
Nevertheless, the overall 2018 satisfaction as a user of the RFC slightly increased compared to the result of
the 2017 survey (3.6 on 5), amounting to 3.8 on 5. Looking at the graph collecting all the data (ordered from
the best to the worst score – see Satisfaction Rating table), communication (information on social media)
won the highest score, together with the performance assessment (Annual Report).
Other aspects appreciated by our customers are also the flexibility, (PaP schedule and origin/destination and
intermediate stops in PaP) and the market matching (structure of the survey on capacity needs).
The main dissatisfaction involves operational activities, such as quality of information and coordination of
temporary capacity restrictions.
Moreover, the RUs continued to demand greater involvement in relevant processes and, finally, the lowest
scores of 2018 were recorded in the quality of the PaP reserve capacity and in the infrastructural standards.
To be noted that the improvements of rail infrastructure, is not under the responsibility of European Rail
Freight Corridors.

1

http://www.rne.eu/rneinhalt/uploads/RFC_User_Satisfaction_Survey_2018_Overall_Results_final.pdf
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Table 4 – Summary - Satisfaction Rating

3. How to fulfil the ScanMed Strategy
To optimize the achievements for our users, ScanMed RFC has been aiming in 2018 at developing a higher
standard on a medium term basis. New offers have been developed by converging both concepts and
approaches, hence originally standardized Corridor products have now been updated to a higher degree of
customization (e.g. short term booking offer).

“

A very important starting point - The pilot project
started with the ScanMed Corridor on a definition of
an integrated capacity offer: for the first time we
intend to link the railway route from origin to
destination.

The Corridor team has created an environment
with more frequent opportunities to work directly
with the customers, bringing ScanMed RFC as a
facilitator of the logistic chain even closer in
understanding and serving customer needs, like
feasibility studies upon request of freight
forwarders or through the regional customer
meetings.

Giampiero Gagliardi, Onofrio Mendoza Terminali Italia

3.1.

Introducing new ideas and actions

The Corridor in 2018 has continued promoting new flexible and comprehensive products to improve
reliability, both in conditions of regular traffic and in case of disturbances.
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Comprehensiveness of products
With the aim of developing an integrated offer at Corridor level, in 2018, the ScanMed RFC organized again
a Terminal Pilot, to be carried out for the yearly timetable 2020. The Pilot only applies to requests of PaPs,
which are linked to Terminal slots as part of an integrated offer. Under integrated offer is meant an offer
consisting of at least one PaP and a coordinated Terminal slot. The PaP requested by the Applicant may be
Terminal-in- or outbound.
In addition, the Terminal Pilot consists of several levels, which build on one another and differ in terms of
commitment, obligations and responsibilities for all involved parties:



Level 1: C-OSS as facilitator of information exchange
By the Beginning of July, the C-OSS forwards to the Terminals the train information on Draft TT
for the trains that can be expected in Terminals with permission by the applicant.



Level 2: C-OSS as common Post-Box
Applicants can place requests for Terminal Capacity in one step together with the PaP requests.
The C-OSS acts therefore as a common Post-Box and collects the requests for both PaPs and
Terminal Capacity. The requests for the Terminal Capacity will be forwarded to the Terminals
and they accept these applications as valid requests, which were placed on time. Pre-Allocation
and Allocation of the Terminal Capacity is still conducted by the concerned Terminal.



Level 3: Publication of Free Terminal Slots
C-OSS publishes free Terminal Slots connected to published PaPs. Once an Applicant has applied
for a published slot, the request for the Terminal Capacity will be forwarded to the Terminals and
they accept these applications as valid requests, which were placed on time. Pre-Allocation and
Allocation of the Terminal Capacity is still conducted by the concerned Terminal.



Level 4: Publication of Coordinated Terminal Slots and Integrated Offer
C-OSS publishes Terminal Slots which have already been coordinated with PaPs. Once an
Applicant applied for a PaP and a coordinated Terminal Slot, the C-OSS decides which Terminal
Slot is to be pre-allocated to which applicant. In case of conflicting applications, the C-OSS
decides on basis of the priority rules established by the Framework for Capacity Allocation agreed
by the Ministries in charge of Transport involved in ScanMed RFC following Art.14.1 of the
Regulation. Allocation of the Terminal Capacity is still conducted by the concerned Terminal.

In 2018, twelve Terminal and Ports located in Norway, Denmark, Germany and Italy participated in the pilot.
As in the last year, sadly no integrated path was requested by the Applicants, even with the new terminal’s
participation of Taulov Container & Rail Terminal in Denmark.
Therefore, the Corridor is working with more effort to improve the pilot. For example, with a leaner ordering
process, new terminals will join in by next Timetable and therefore the pilot will be addressed to more
stakeholders and customers.
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In addition, ScanMed RFC worked hard to offer one path per day and direction coordinated with the Corridor
North Sea-Baltic between Maschen and Osnabrück and two paths per day and direction coordinated with
the Corridor Rhine-Alpine between Piacenza and Bologna to increase the multi-corridor usability of the
offered capacity. With the new offer of harmonized paths (HaPs), it will be easier for applicants to connect
ScanMed PaPs with partner corridors’ ones. in order to respond to a direct feedback provided by the
customers, as results from the survey of capacity needs carried out by the Corridor. At the end, the usage of
Corridor capacity will hopefully increase by making it easier for Applicants to request capacity how and when
they need it.

Flexibility of products
In 2017 the Management Board of ScanMed RFC decided to take part in RNE’s short-term Reserve Capacity
(RC) pilot. The pilot participation was a direct result after some discussions in the RAG/TAG Meeting. It aimed
at changing the RC deadline (mainly for the RUs needs in the Southern part of the corridor) to better involve
RUs in the customization of Corridor products.
The pilot was implemented on Reserve Capacity for the year 2018 in Denmark, Germany, Austria and Italy. It
applied to “spot traffic”, i.e. to single trains running on one day, and covered cross-border paths on corridor
routes as well as their feeders and outflows on the participating national networks.
In 2018 we have prolonged the pilot from the initial six-month period to the whole timetable year. However,
despite a heavily promotion and support by the corridor (e.g. assistance to place short-term RC request in
PCS), no customers requested a short-term RC path. Hence, the Management Board decided end of 2018 to
derive a first set of findings and recommendations, before continuing this exercise.
These findings, detected together with our capacity and timetable experts,will be discussed with RNE and
other RFCs in the view of shaping the future approach to meet short-time capacity needs.

Reliability as a main focus
Stepwise quality improvement
ScanMed RFC, as far as the quality improvements are concerned, has dedicated very much attention:


to the stability enhancement of pre-arranged paths by taking into consideration the planned
infrastructure works (“Temporary Capacity Restrictions”)



to the punctuality improvements, made by delay cause analysis, performed in collaboration with the
customers. This was possible combining figures for punctuality and reliability into a single
performance measure for heavily delayed trains. In 2019 the Corridor will start a detailed analysis
of representative samples of heavily delayed trains with the aim of identifying any potential
corrective measure to be adopted for this issue.
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Planned Temporary Capacity Restrictions management
Planned Temporary Capacity Restrictions (TCRs) are fundamental to enable maintenance and renewal track
works on ScanMed RFC. The aim of the activities of the TCR-WG on ScanMed RFC hence is to ensure a
maximum of available capacity during TCRs. A wide range of potential solutions is at the IMs’ TCR-experts’
disposal, and it is within their responsibility to select the best-case scenario for all involved parties, this also
take in due consideration the lesson learned from real use cases2. Though RFCs are dedicated to promote
freight traffic, the interest of passenger transport are also taken into account. To satisfy all these
requirements, the TCR-management on ScanMed RFC is organised in the following three working groups:


TCR-working group is the central working group to care for high level coordination of TCRs, to set and
handle strategic measures and to define working routines;



two regional TCR-working groups: TCR-RWG North (NO, SE, DK, DE) and TCR-RWG South (DE, AU, IT).

During a customer workshop in May 2018 in Pietrarsa, attendees were asked to prioritise their requests to
ScanMed RFC’s management. This poll showing that information about TCRs and their management was
nominated as the highest priority amongst customers. Hence this framework two main subjects were
prioritized by the TCR management on ScanMed RFC in 2018:


the newly implemented process of “PaP-screening”, where pre-arranged paths, constructed within
the period between 16 to 13 months before change of timetable are being checked on their
compatibility with previous coordinated TCRs. If necessary, the affected PaPs will not be assigned for
the periods in question.



setting a framework and create routines for Decision (EU) 2017/2075 (revised Annex VII to Directive
2012/34/EU)

The IMs´ purpose is to provide an optimised capacity offer, considering the impacts with regards to capacity
restrictions, and consequently improving the RU’s options on cross-border-traffic. Table 5 shows the
complexity of the process alignment e.g. timeline for coordination and publication which ScanMed RFC has
been working towards during 2018.
TCR-workgroup representatives have been contributing to the RNE "Guidelines for Coordination / Publication
of Planned Temporary Capacity Restrictions for the European Railway Network” as a supporting document.
This is providing an overall picture and giving the IMs a joint point of view for dealing with this in a harmonised
way, and hence this replacing the former Guideline by adopting Annex VII.
During the same time line, ScanMed RFC was also engaged in the ongoing development of the RNE-TCR-Tool,
which will provide both IM’s and RU’s with a digital overview of planned TCRs. Due to the need for a more
user-friendly tool, RNE decided to revise the tool, in “TCR-Tool Vitalization”, shifting the roll-out from the
beginning of 2019 to 2020.

2

e.g. in 2018 the thread caused by the bottleneck Malmö – Hamburg, and the Brenner closure in August have been
particularly significant as use cases. More information are available on https://www.scanmedfreight.eu/news.html
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Table 5- National processes for TCRs and Timetable planning

Punctuality improvements and reliability
The working group Train Performance Management (WG TPM) continuously measures the performance of
the international freight trains running on the corridor. The performance is shown by Monthly Reports, which
are provided to the members of the TPM Working Group and to the Regional Groups as well as published on
CIP Customers Information Platform. These reports contain punctuality figures and the responsibilities for
delays.
In 2018 the TPM Group analysed the behavior of coding delay reasons by the different IMs to ensure a widely
consistent coding as basis for an accurate reporting and analysis.

“

ScanMed RFC is hosting one of the strategically most
important north-south links, serving as a bridge for
our cargo to reach our customers in Italy”.
Frank Andreesen,
Covestro GmbH

In the year 2018 the TPM Working Group
further on developed an approach to analyze
specific trains with regular heavy delays, to
establish periodic quality circles with the RUs
about concrete performance issues. By
analyzing these trains together with the RUs in
the
Regional
Groups,
the
general
understanding of operational processes and
individual situations is improved.
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Thus, it was decided to pursue the pilot in 2019. The approach was revised, in order to focus even more on
the key demands and key trains of the customers. In 2018 the two Regional Working Groups carried on
discussing diverse operational topics and quality issues together with the RUs.

Contingency Management and border stations
It is commonly known that Rail Freight Corridors do not dispatch trains, therefore in case of disturbances
with international impact, the Corridor will:


share information among its member Infrastructure Managers regarding operational aspects,
priorities, communication flow across the borders;



foster predictability for the users making rerouting options documents available in case of line
closure.

The general approach to these international disturbance cases, refers to the concept of “Corridor
cooperation culture”, by which the Rail Freight Corridor wants to bring Infrastructure Managers closer to
Railway Undertakings and Customers.
As requested by the EU Commission, in 2018, ScanMed RFC has developed a re-routing overview with the
information related to the critical sections of the lines along the Corridor. This overview provides the
Applicants with indications on infrastructure parameters and available capacity indications on alternative
stretches to the main Corridor lines. As for detailed information regarding the capacity available on a
deviation route, it will be provided in case of a specific incident.
The aim of the re-routing overview is:




To support traffic management and timetabling with the coordination of the deviation of freight
trains in the planning phase (as soon as possible after an incident) in case of international disruptions
of a duration more than 3 days;
To help, in the same situation stated above, the Applicants in planning their contingency
management, with the objective to avoid stopping train runs when the incident occurs and in the
following days.

In order to face potential disruption occurring along the Corridor lines, a contact list of experts involved in
the International Contingency Management (ICM) process, has been developed. This list includes the contact
details of Incident Managers and Communication Managers of every IM of the Corridor. While closely
following up the update of the re-routing scenarios, ScanMed RFC’s further plans for 2019 include a
simulation of the ICM process. This will be a check of any critical issues, which may arise in the application of
the ICM ScanMed handbook. Moreover, the development of multi-corridor alternative routes in cooperation
with RNE, is desirable. The aim is to provide a framework of possible alternative sections for trains, which
may run also along the lines of the other corridors.

3.2.

The Corridor and its Customers in close cooperation

In 2018 ScanMed RFC extended the dialogue with customers both by fostering the direct exchange with End
Users, and by integrating in its organization pre-existing regional groups on operational improvements and
cross border processes harmonization.
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End users input to shape our offer
ScanMed RFC further developed, in this last year,
a direct dialogue with End Users (defined as nonRU applicants). The Corridor has identified some
key potential priority customers to address and
started the exchange to investigate tailor made
Business Cases with them. Indeed, the Corridor
considers that addressing End users, who are the
ones actually deciding in favor or against rail, is an
essential aspect for a successful strategy
implementation.

“

The RFCs are the backbone of our primary
European freight railroads. The coordination and
facilitation role of the RFCs is essential for the
improvement of cross-border inter-operability.
Frank Andreesen,
Covestro GmbH

This dialogue is a completely new element for the Rail Freight Corridors, and particular caution need to be
paid to:





not short-cutting the direct customers of the Infrastructure Managers (Railway Undertakings), who
are also the service providers for the End Users;
adopting a geographical stepwise approach, since not all Infrastructure Managers have had direct
experience with End Users, and remarkable differences between countries, in this respect, have been
acknowledged
gradually assessing the added-value of the Corridor while shaping a systematic approach

From the further development of the number of potential Use Cases (or Business Cases) ScanMed RFC
gathered valuable learnings for its future development. The demand for the Corridor is to play a role of
international logistics facilitator. To meet this demand ScanMed RFC needs to define a more flexible product
portfolio and to allow the customization at several levels (e.g. for the yearly timetable).
We have observed, for example, that the majority of the End Customers are not prepared to act as “Non RU
applicants”, and that this also depends on the contracted RUs willingness to use Corridor products.
Experience gained during 2018 shows that direct contact with End Customers results in another kind of
questions and information required than when speaking with RUs.
Initial questions focus on a really wide strategic perspective e.g. is it possible to shift to rail on both a
theoretical and economical point of view? These are mainly questions outside the IM’s control as final pricing,
availability of rolling material as well as loco drivers lies within the RU competence.
Further questions include IMs (and RFCs) strategical plans for enabling reliable rail transports and where the
decisions are taken (i.e. Fehmarn Baelt connection DK-DE).
When it comes to detailed information about timetables, PaPs or statistic of delays, most of the end
customers are not interested in hours and minutes, but are more focused on a guaranteed flow of goods in
the agreed time frames. Timetabling, delays and disruptions is part of the risk calculations the RU will base
its contract with the transport buyer on. As regards TCRs, the general interest from the end customer is rather
on why it is done and how it will improve the infrastructure in the future – not how the work is executed.
Initially, new volumes might not result in new trains but more likely be integrated into existing single load
traffic. The end customers are hesitant to step into the role of Applicant, at least as a first step in shifting to
rail, they will more likely “buy” the rail knowledge from the RUs.
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Identified gaps are:


Corridor Investment Plan produced on a 5 year basis and not updated in between (2014-2019) –
meaning when the questions were raised in 2018 no relevant quick information was available. There
might be a need for yearly updates.



Response time – Due to lack of available common information or appointed contacts within each IM
organization the response time is unnecessary long.



Need for a new (updated) TMS – No Transport Market Study has been executed since the corridor
opened.



Long-term prognoses for railway freight are requested

As a result of one end customer’s requirements to always uphold the transport flow, ScanMed performed an
International mapping and investigation of all flexible unloading locations throughout the route (all accessible
surfaces along the railroad where unloading is possible with a mobile crane, reach stacker or similar
equipment). This is most likely a spoken or unspoken prerequisite for all branches handling just-in-time
transports demanding 100% punctuality, why the achievable synergies for the industry in general are
assumed to be very high.
In 2019 ScanMed RFC will continue working with its stakeholders to better investigate improvements or
alternatives to the Corridor’s current products, with the purpose to extend the scope of the possible answers
the Corridor can give to an End user.

A continuous interaction with customers as regards operations
The Regional Groups North and South were established even before ScanMed RFC. The Regional Group North
focuses on quality improvement and the Regional Group South mainly addresses operational
interoperability. Both groups pursued an active and dynamic dialogue with the customers from the start,
which is determinant for their agenda.
For this reason, both groups were granted bigger self-initiative in setting their work program, along with
direct reporting to the Corridor’s Management Board. The aim of this adjustment is to:


Make the most out of regional experience, a very much needed asset on a Corridor that brings closer
two different markets and operational environments, by shortening decision-making and resultsharing chains.



Strengthen partnership with the Market by giving the Regional Groups all flexibility to co-develop
Corridor-friendly actions on shorter notice, than regular Corridor decision-making timelines allow.

For 2018, the Regional Groups adopted objectives that serve the Corridor’s Strategy and take into account
the original priorities set by each of them.
In 2019 the Regional Group South will work on reducing stops and harmonising operational rules at crossborder points and the Regional Group North on prioritising the improvement of punctuality. Moreover, both
groups will deliver operational scenarios, as part of ScanMed’s contingency management approach.
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3.3 Further challenges ahead
Looking at the main priorities identified from Customers during the Spring Workshop 2018, it appears that
ScanMed has to concentrate its efforts on increasing the reliability of its products in terms of coordination
and publication of Temporary Capacity Restrictions. Moreover, the Corridor has to play a major role on
operational issues occurring on a daily basis. In this respect, ScanMed will continue to work with national
Infrastructure Managers’ experts in order to ensure the respect by the IMs of the Annex VII to EU directive
2012/34 and promote a harmonized approach when dealing with TCRs along the Corridor. Regional Working
Groups will also continue to address customers’ needs with the aim of facilitating cross-border movements
of trains along the Corridor.
ScanMed’s desire is also to enhance the communication towards customers since they need to be aware of
what happens on the Corridor’s network. In that matter, in 2018, ScanMed has defined a Contingency
Management plan, which foresees a clear role for the Corridor as Coordinator in case of major disruptions
on the railway network: the aim is to inform every interested stakeholder as soon as any of these
disturbances occurs.
In order to fulfill the Corridor strategy aiming at winning new traffic, in 2018, ScanMed has reshaped its
internal organization and set-up a Customer Task Force. These experts will define a methodology to address
existing or potential customers’ needs and they will develop an action plan to increase the railway modal
share along the Corridor.

Table 6- Strategic Goals and Method Overview confirmed for 2018

4 Boosted communication processes and a new team
4.1 The corridor communication channels
ScanMed RFC communication has stepped up digitally throughout 2018, at the following platforms:


The ScanMed LinkedIn profile (ScanMed Freight) gaining followers with interest in Corridor’s news
and updates as well as offering links to the Corridor’s website and other primary sources.
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The ScanMed RFC website (scanmedfreight.eu) was improved during 2018 with enhanced userfriendliness and upgraded design. The website hosts a variety of information ranging from news,
information on events, contact details, as well as access to key documents at the Customer
Information Platform (CIP), presenting procedures and available data of the ScanMed RFC.
The Customer Information Platform is serving as “Information One-Stop-Shop” and as an
interactive information tool. In 2018, the efforts were dedicated to displaying information on
infrastructure projects, temporary capacity restrictions and ETCS rollout. A multi-corridor map
promotes RFCs as a network, whereas a section with Corridor documents arranged in a harmonized
way aims at helping the User in its search for information.

4.2 The corridor events in 2018 and the new Team
ScanMed RFC participated into and organized a number of events.
Among the others:


The Spring Customer Workshop took place in Naples – Pietrarsa on the 29th of May 2018, with Railway
Undertakings, Terminals, Ports and End Users participation.



The fall meeting of the Advisory Groups Railway Undertakings and Terminals took place on 06th of
November in Vienna. The meeting was in particular dedicated to the operational activities
monitoring, carried out in cooperation with the Regional Working Groups; and to the possible
proposal of mitigation measure options following the postponement of TCRs.



The Rail Freight Day, where ScanMed RFC participated in together with other Rail Freight Corridors.
The meeting took place on 6th December in Vienna. The conclusions of the RFD are annexed to the
present report3.

In 2018 it has been also decided to have the ScanMed’s dedicated staff increased by one role:


A Customer Manager in charge of customers’ management and market prospection. This function
will be staffed during 2019. The Manager, in cooperation with the Customer Relationship
Management Working Group, will shape the cooperation between the Corridor and the
Infrastructure Managers to better address the Market.

Last but not least, the ScanMed RFC will have a brand new Team and a new Steering Board, as of the 1st of
January 19. This change has been made according to a rotation principle adopted by the Management Board.

3



A new Chairperson has been appointed in 2018 from the group of the Management Board Members



A new Deputy Chairperson has been appointed in 2018 from the group of the Management Board
Members



A new Managing Director has been nominated in 2018 during the General Assembly 13-Dec-2018 in
Bergen



A new role, the Accessibility Manager, has been created in alignment with the new Mandate 2019 of
ScanMed RFC approved by the Management Board, and a new Manager has been appointed in 2018

See Annex: Conclusions RFD
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5.

Annexes
5.1 Key Performance Indicators and Punctuality

Capacity KPIs

Operations KPIs
Punctuality at origin / destination:

KPI

Definition

Source

Figure 2018 (%)

Punctuality at
origin

Percentage of trains on time (30‘) at
origin / (RFC Entry)

TIS / OBI

70

Punctuality at
destination

Percentage of trains on time (30‘) at
destination / (RFC Exit)

TIS / OBI

59

Share of delay minutes according to groups of causes:

Delay Group

North - South

South - North

Infrastructure Manager

13 %

12 %

Railway Undertaking

59 %

57 %

Secondary

25 %

26 %

External

3%

4%
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Market KPIs
Traffic Volume (number of trains crossing defined border points):

Border point(s)

North - South

South – North

Data source

Kornsjö

454

473

Bane NOR*

Peberholm

4463

4281

TRV*

Padborg / Flensburg

5380

5336

TIS

Kufstein

13812

12437

TIS

Brennero / Brenner

10630

9378

TIS

* National figures used for these points, due to not existing respectively not completely plausible figures in TIS

Punctuality at border stations and relevant points
Definition Punctuality: Share of trains until 30 minutes delayed (% percentage):
Source: TIS / OBI
Content: all international trains on the corridor, which cross at least one corridor border
Main traffic: Malmö - Maschen and Munich – Verona
Important points: most important origin / destination stations, all border points
Only a few trains run on Northern and Southern part of the corridor (e.g. from Scandinavia to Italy). There
is little direct connection between punctuality at Maschen and Munich (and vice versa).
A group of trains departing from Malmö, Maschen and Munich is coming from other parts in Sweden,
Germany, or other countries (e.g. Belgium and the Netherlands); this decreases the punctuality at these
points in the table below. Likewise, the arrival punctuality at Malmö, Maschen and Munich includes trains
with a further part of the route to other destinations in Sweden, Germany, etc.
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Punctuality in specific points in both directions
Point

Punctuality
North-South (%)

Remarks

Malmö departure

75,3

Figure contains also trains starting further north in Sweden

Peberholm (run through)

71,6

Flensburg (run through)

63,2

Maschen Rbf arrival

59,3

Figure contains also trains continuing further in Germany
(some to NL and B)

Munich

67,5

Figure contains also trains starting elsewhere in Germany.
Aggregated from different stations

Kufstein arrival

65,0

Kufstein departure

65,3

Brennero / Brenner arrival

58,9

Brennero / Brenner
departure

52,0

Verona QE arrival

52,3

Point

Punctuality
South-North (%)

Remarks

Verona QE departure

61,9

Brennero / Brenner arrival

61,4

Brennero / Brenner
departure

43,6

Kufstein arrival

52,9

Kufstein departure

56,4

Munich arrival

54,9

Figure contains also trains continuing further in Germany.
Aggregated from different stations

Maschen Rbf departure

74,7

Figure contains also trains starting elsewhere in Germany
(some in NL or B)

Flensburg (run through)

63,8

Peberholm (run through)

58,9

Malmö arrival

58,6

Figure contains also trains continuing further north in
Sweden
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Sector Statement Group Priorities 1-10 – Oct-2018 - SERAC RFC WG
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Sector Statement on boosting rail freight - Comprehensive Progress Report
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Conclusion European Rail Freight Day 06-Dec-2018
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